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Latina/o Students Organize a Meeting with
State Senator Iris Martinez and President Sharon Hahs
on the Latina/o Status at Northeastern Illinois University

Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

For anyone who has kept up
with the last few editions of
Que Ondee Solo magazine
can easily see the efforts
and strides Latinas/as have
made on campus in terms
of gaining recognition and
respect institutionally. It has
been a momentous, historic,

and memorable semester
for Latinas/as on campus
and in the U.S., and for Latin
America. I hope this edition
of QOS captures some
of that spirit of hope and
possibility as well as highlight
the urgent tasks ahead of us.

Congratulations to NEIU graduates
Joshua Cruz and Marcuz Erazo

Que Ondee Sola
is published at Northeastern Illinois University.
The opinions expressed in Que Ondee Sola do
not necessarily reflect those of the Administration.
Responsibility for its contents lies so lely with the
staff.
We appreciate and encourage
suggestions and contributions.
Contact Que Ondee Sola
5500 N. St. Louis Chicago, IL 60625
Room E-041
(773) 442-4583
queondeesola@gmail.com
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Misi6n
Que Ondee Sola was established 1n 1972 and
remains the oldest Puerto Rican & Latina/o
university student publication in the U.S. Our
mission is to provide the NEIU community with
a relevant and engaging publication that deals
with student issues with a focus on Puerto Ricans
and Latinas/os, our communities, and our patrias.
Que Ondee Sola continues to affirm the right
of Puerto Rican self-determination, freedom
for all Puerto Rican political prisoners, and
support for a truly participatory democracy.
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Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

Latina/o Students Make History at NEIU
Visit by State Senator Iris Martinez continues a dialogue on the university's Latina/o Status

On May I, a historic meeting was
convened of Latina/o student and
faculty leaders at Northeastern Illinois
University (NEIU) with State Senator
Iris Martinez and the university's
President Sharon Hahs to discuss
the
institution's
Latina/o
Status.

student organizations and programs
on campus produce proposals. These
proposals detail what they would like
to carry-out in the coming period in
order to address some of the pressing
issues that our community faces, such
as recruitment, retention, mentorship,
academic development in the form of
the Latino & Latin American Studies
program (LLAS), and a comprehensive
and centralized Latina/o Cultural &
ResourceCenter(LCRC}.lnnovativeand

When I met with the State Senator;
the first step that she recommended
was for myself to reach out and
request that all the Latina/o-focused
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sincere proposals were developed and
presented at our 4th Annual Plantando
SemillaseventonMarch31,inwhichover
70 students participated, detailed in our
latest edition of the student magazine
Que Ondee Sola.The second step that
was recommended was to convene a
meeting at NEIU with the presence of
the Senator.the University President,and
representatives from the organizations
and programs that produced proposals.
That day's dialogue was the second step.
The meeting was only an hour, but
in that small period of time so many
concerns, ideas, and history was
covered. With the powerful presence
of the Senator, Pres. Hahs was able to
reveal that she will be reorganizing the
university to give at least 34,000 sq ft
of space to a LCRC. She also revealed
that her office will "most likely" fund
the new Latina/o mentorship program,
Developing Academic
Leadership
through Engagement (D.A.L.E.) when
they were at risk of not getting funded.
Senator Martinez began her statement
by commending the students for
organizing this meeting as well as the
President for being receptive to such a
dialogue. She also added that, "If I am
going to continue to work hard for this

institution ... I want to make sure that
Latinos are [being] catered to." The
Senator, who spoke of the struggles
that Latinas/as faced when she was a
student many years ago, also insisted
in the importance of creating a LCRC
that includes important resources
for students who "need a place to
call our home within our home."
NEIU is a federally designated "Hispanic
Serving Institution," a classifkation that
is intricately connected to the unique
size of the Latina/o population at this
university By Fall 2008, 27.1 % of the
current student body was made up
of Latinas/as, with that population
also making up an astounding 41 .4%
of all incoming freshman. With NEIU
advertising itself through the message
"Learn in the City, Lead in the World,"
that day's dialogue was also a part
of understanding what this motto
means. The university, as a bastion of
educational possibilities, must become
a safe and inviting place in which to
explore the city and the world. In a city
where Latinas/as represent a quarter
of its population, and in a country
where we are the fastest growing
demographic, Latinas/as are destined to
play an increasingly central role in the
future of our society and hemisphere.
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Stephanie Gomez

The Free Speech Movement
at Northeastern Illinois University
"Man IS the
creature that
the capacity
transcend
world" - with

only
has
to
the

this
comes an ability
to develop and
express op1n1ons.
Although in today's
world the right
to
demonstrate
is not guaranteed
at all, in the U.S.
we are fortunate
to call "freedom
of
speech''
a constitutional right It is this
very constitutional right where at
Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU)
has been limited to less than one percent
of indoor areas known as free speech
zones. As if that limitation was not
enough, the administration feels a need
to regulate the times and days on which
a protest will take place to Mondays
through Fridaysfrom 8:30a.m.to4:30 p.m.

Sharon K. Hahs proposed a policy
known as DDS that was to regulate
any concern held over demonstrations
on campus, distribution and display of
visual communication, and solicitations
of signatures on campus. This policy
was a response to the student political
organizing that was taking place. In it,
President Hahs defines a demonstration
as "one or more persons engaged in
a public manifestation of a particular
point of view." Coalition United for
Early on in the semester, President Free Speech (CUFFS) began as an
6(ue Ondee 5ola - - - - - - - - - - 6

ad hoc coalition of multiple student
organizations confronting the current
policies and practices of the university
personnel. One of their greatest
challenges was the space available to
demonstrate on campus that would
guarantee the students first amendment
rights. When we look at the available
"free speech zones" we find that the
Village Square is the only official "free
speech zone." According to CUFFS, "the
policy runs contrary to the university's
shared views.Take diversity, for instance.
For diversity to be upheld, a diverse
range of political and social view points
need to be openly exchanged on
campus. If students, faculty, and staff are
unable to share these viewpoints in a
common area, for example the cafeteria,
then this free exchange of ideas is
stifled and therefore diversity is stifled."
Members of CUFFS are not the only
ones that have had consistent problems
while practicing their First Amendment
rights. There have been a number of
incidents with students. The following
are just a few of the penalties handed
out due to student demonstrations:
In the spring of 2007, two students were
arrested in the PE Building for attempting
to demonstrate against the CIA.

have been asked to leave the cafeteria for
passing out flyers and promoting events.
In fall 2008, student organizers were
asked to remove banners that were
hanging outside that were not offensive
in any matter. Either way the banners
were outside and the outdoors are
a guaranteed Free Speech Zone.
The Spring Semester 2009 CUFF
members were asked to leave the
cafeteria for
soliciting
petitions
for the free speech campaign.
April 7, 2009, students were intimidated
byNEIUsafetypatrolOfficerlt.Connolly
while engaging in a pro-immigration
demonstration
in
the
cafeteria.
According to CUFFS, these incidents
illustrate the extent to which students
have been harassed for actively
participating in and building a diverse
community on campus. It is up to
students in general to take an interest in
the policies that are being implemented
and are affecting our rights as students
at Northeastern Illinois University.
I would like to thank Chris Poulos of
CUFFS for all his help and contribution.

MembersofStudentsAgainstWar(SAW)
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Samuel Vega

D.A.L.E. Presents
Latinos Avanzando Series
O n Thursday, Apri l
23, 2009, Miriam D.
Mojica
concluded
D.A.L.E's
Latinos
Avanzando Series.
Miriam was born
1n Ponce, Puerto
Rico and raised in
Las Pierdas, Puerto
Rico by her paternal
grandmother.
At
age twenty, she
graduated
Magna
Cum Laude from
the University of
Puerto Rico with
a Bachelors Degree of Social Work
(BSW). After obtaining her bachelors
degree, she pursued a masters degree,
but withdrew from graduate school
because she decided to start a family.

to our
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University with a Masters Degree of
Social Work (MSW). Miriam has been a
social worker for thirty years. Currently,
Miriam holds the position of Licensed
Child Welfare Advanced Specialist for
the Department of Children and Family
Services (DCFS). This year, she will be
Eighteen years later, Miriam proved that recognized at the Latino Family Institute
it is not too late to go back to school. Days for her twenty five years of service
She attended graduate school part-time to DCFS and to t he Latino Community.
while working full-time for three years,
and on May 8, 2004, she graduated This D.A.L.E. event was especially
Magna Cum Laude from Dominican meaningful to me because Miriam D.
que Ondee 5o/a. - - - - - - - - - - 8

Mojica is my mother. My mother has
always been a strong and hard-working
woman. She has shown that she can
simultaneously manage being a mother,
wife, student, and career woman. My
mother's willingness to help others in
need makes her an asset in her field
of work. She was recognized for her
dedication and efforts to recruit latino
foster families to care for our latino
children at the Ninth Annual Illinois
Department of Children and Family
Services Hispanic Family Conference.
She was also elected by her peers
as Employee of the Month for her

"outstanding work, generosity and
dedication to our families and children."
A DCFS foster parent stated, "Mrs.
Mojica deserves acknowledgement for
all her efforts and extra work that she
does. She is not looking at her needs,
but those of the children placed under
DCFS care. She is really living a true life
of care and compassion for those who
are most in need." I am very proud of
my mother and her accomplishments. I
admire my mother. She is my role model.
I thank her for all that she has instilled in
me and for always being there for me.

Continued from page 5

It was stated, after all, in the Strategic
Plan of the university to make NEIU
"an institution of choice for Latinos."
This will only help all students at this
university regardless of race or ethnicity.

who attended the meeting on May I
were present, but unfortunately the
President's representative was unable to
offer much answers, stating that her and
the President were unable to look into
our proposals due to a time crunch in
deadlines and stated that her presence
is just to give ideas. Nonetheless, we,
the Latina/o student leaders and faculty
will be setting-up a Latina/o Task Force
in order to make sure that the Latina/o
StatusatNEIU issystematicallyaddressed.

The historic meeting provided a keen
sense of responsibility and devotion to
finding solutions to the status of Latinas/
os at NEIU and that is why we organized
a follow-up meeting on May 14, inviting
representatives from the offices of both
the President and the Senator.All those

6(ue Ondee 5ola. - - - - - - - - - - 9

Patrycja Pietrzak

Polish Student and her great American
Adventure ...with Puerto Rico
When I arrived in
Chicago in the end
of July 2008, I dreamt
about
becoming
another Cristopher
Columbus
and
exploring America
on my own. I couldn't
even imagine that
in a few months I'd
start my adventure
not with the U.S. but
with Puerto Rico
and that it would
cover so many aspects of my life, neither.
That an "American Dream" would soon
evolve into a "Puerto Rican Dream"
'
which began in October and still lasts.

me change my decision ( now I see it
would've been a decision I would regret
most in my life, if I hadn't gone there.)
The forts, beaches, snorkeling, Old
San Juan, narrow streets, Puerto Rican
music, the smells of the spicy meals,
the spirit of the place, showering in
the fountain, folks smiling - those
things all made Puerto Rico one of the
numerous places in the world which I
would like to come back to one day
Have I mentioned the Bacardi distillery?

A trip to Puerto Rico was a spontaneous
decision. One of my roommates came up
with the idea - "let's go to Puerto Rico" just because the flights were quite cheap.
I have to admit at first I wasn't eager
to miss another day of classes and have
problems at the university just to be
able to spend few days on the island.
But that was only an overview of the
Fortunately, the roommates helped

qae Ondee 5ola - - - - - - - - - 10

paradise. After I had come back from
the island, the registration for the Spring
semester opened. When I noticed the
name of the course: Puerto Ricans
and the Caribbean, I didn't hesitate. I
wanted to know more, MUCH more.
I knew much more soon.Thanks to the
Dr. Jose Lopez I got a new perspective
for the history of colonization.Thanks to
"History of Puerto Rico" by Fernando
Pico I got to know the history of the
island and current issues of Puerto Rican
society, too. One of the requirements of
the course was attending out-of-class
activities. And it was a real turn in my
student career at NEIU. I was 'made' to
work on group presentations, attend
lectures or watch documentary movies
about Puerto Rican history, go to see a
play called 'Crime Against Humanity' and thank you who made me do this!
Regarding the aforementioned play by
poet and activist Michael Anthony Reyes
Benavides and former Puerto Rican
politicalprisonerLuisRosa,lfoundouthow
the political prisoners were/are treated.
Another factor for my falling in love with
Puerto Rico were the people I met
All the students from my classes were
helpful and full of good energy. What
a coincidence, my best friend from

Spanish Dance classes was Puerto Rican
as well. But first of all, I was impressed
by how strongly they contribute to the
community Actions like these prepared
by my Puerto Rican friends helped
me realize that even though one sole
person can do nothing in order to fight
the disregard of humanity that happens
in the prisons like the one presented in
the aforementioned play, the more of
us know the truth and sign petitions or
do any of other small actions, the bigger
chance we have to end this terror.
"If we don't document our history, no
one else is going to, and it's not the
responsibility of anyone else to do so"
- I found this quote on the website of
the Batey Urbano, a Puerto Rican and
Latina/a youth space on Paseo Boricua
in Humboldt Park. I love the idea of
the organization in which students
try to draw attention to the issues of
the community and help the other
students understand how important.
I'm not a Latina. Nevertheless, seeing
with my own eyes how Northeastern
Illinois University is working on its vision
as 'an institution of choice for Latinos'
has been a great experience. Even if
I'll never work in the Puerto Rican
community (which in Poland are not

6(ae Ondee 5ola. - - - - - - - - - - Continue to page 13
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Samuel Vega

The U.S. Military Again Ravages
The Puerto Rican island of Vieques
On May I, 2003, the U.S.
Mil itary officially shut
down its operations on
the island of Vieques, a
sister island t o Puerto
Rico, after over 60
years. These operati ons
included the testing of
various bombs on t he
island wh ich in some
cases ki lled innocent
people , caused bi rth
defects in newborns
and an obvious hi ke in cancer incidents,
'
kidney failures and respiratory problems
among Vieques inhabitants. These
illnesses were also caused by left over
contaminants of detonated missiles
and other weapons such as depleted
uranium, noxious biological warfare
stimulants, and napalm, to name a few.

even after the mi litary's departure from
the island. One would thin k after using
a people's land for decades, and rent'.ng
it to other governments to practice
military tactics, that the U.S. militar y
would clean up the mess that they
made respectfully. One of the strategies
that the U.S. military actually considered
using was finding and detonating "duds"
as a means of cleaning up after itself. It is
Aside from humans being affected, water
unclear how many "duds" (unexploded
sources, soil, plants, fish and animals were
missiles) there are laying around
found to be contaminated as well as
Vieques since it has been 60 years.
having strong traces of heavy metals such
as mercury, exacerbating the conditions
Most recently, on May 15, 2009, the
of living for the I 0,000 living in Vieques
Environmental Quality Board granted
que Ondee Sola - - - - - - - - - - 12

the U.S. Navy an exemption to
regulations in place to burn 200 acres in
the eastern part ofVieques as the best
method to find undetonated bombs. In
these 200 acres exists lagoons, nesting
areas for tortoise, birds, and some
endangered species. Vieques residents,
and other officials are not buying
into this method given that the U.S.
military has one of the most advanced
technology in the world to find bombs.
Th is seems as though the military
is concerned for its own economic
interests and not so much for the

health and safety of the island's people,
animal's, water sources, and vegetation.
For more information on the history
and updates on Vieques and relations
with the U.S. military or if you would
like to contribute to the cleanup and
the rights of the people ofVieques, visit

nationalboricuahumanrightsnetwork.org
Sources: Marieel is Rivera Santos (ElVocero de
Puerto Rico) and Deborah Berman Santana, Ph.D,
aut hor of Kicking Off the Bootstraps: Environment,
Development, and Community Power in Puerto Rico.

Continued from page 11
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numerous.Actually, I think we don't have Polonia as strong and as organized
any), I am sure my activities will bear as the Puerto Rican immigrants are .
fruits, great Puerto Rican fruits. And
I don't mean bananas or pineapples. Anotherthing, discovering and exploring
America is notaboutadoringskyscrapers
Well, I started from complaining in it's great metropolises neither going
about my "American Dream," which to Starbucks every other day. It is
I haven't made come true. Does it meeting people from the communities,
mean that the semester hasn't lived which move the U.S. forward .And to be
up to my expectations about how precise, Christopher Columbus didn't
much I could achieve in the U.S.? No, discover America. Did you know it's only
to say more, it showed me things I a myth, like many other you are taught
hadn't focused on before. I would at school? You'd better find out, as I did.
love one day to see the American

que ()ndee 5ola - - - - - - - - - - 13

Magdaleno Cast aneda

Cuba:

Fifty Years of Communism , Controversy, & Castro

The Fifth Summit of the Americas took
place in Trinidad and Tobago this past
April, boasting itself as being a historic
meeting between all the leaders of the
Western Hemisphere, but as expected
there was noticeable absences: Cuba
and Puerto Rico. In the case of Cuba,
it has been denied an invitation to
every summit because the organizers
do not consider it a democracy. Even
t hough Cuba was not present, it was
stil l on everybody's mind . Days before
the summit, President Obama lifted all
travel restrictions for individuals with
relatives in Cuba and even has allowed
for remittances to be sent.This is a small,
but significant change in the U.S. policy

towards Cuba, a relationship that has
been strained almost half a century ago.
The year 1959 brought an end to
the Cuban Revolution as U.S. backed
dictator Fulgencio Batista was finally
forced out of power. The revolution
had a tumultuous start because the first
armed attacks of the Moncada Barracks
in 19 53 led to the death of over 60 rebels
and the im prison ment of the su rvivors,
includ ing Fidel and Raul Castro. Due to
increasing pressure, Batista pardoned
the prisoners after two years, a decision
he must have later regretted.The Castro
brothers then joined the long list of
people in exile in Mexico and rather

q ue Ondee 5 ola - - - - - - - - - - 14

than viewing Mexico as a vacation,
they instead received military training In a speech entitled "Message of the
along with Ernesto "Che" Guevara. Cuban Revolution," Castro claimed, "the
Cuban Revolution is not of superficial
The Castro brothers and Guevara variety, but genuine and transcendental.
arrived in Cuba in 1956 and after seeing It has shown the Latin American
most of their troops killed by Batista's people that what appeared impossible
army, they fled to Sierra Maestra can be achieved. This has given them
Mountains to continue their battle. courage and this courage serves to
Ironically, the army of Batista, numbered support and strengthen the Cuban
in the thousands, was no match to the Revolution." Venezuela, in particular,
guerrilla forces of Fidel Castro, only in is one Latin American nation that
the mere hundreds. On January I, 1959 increased its alliance with Cuba after
Batista left Cuba and Fidel Castro was the election of Hugo Chavez in 1999.
the best choice to lead the island on Due to Castro's illness, on February
its new journey, one that promised land 24, 2008 his brother Raul was elected
reform and an end to U.S. influence. president by the National Assembly.
The U.S. was, as they say, "como alma
que 1/eva el diablo" because Cuba not
only installed a communist government,
but also sought after support from the
U.S.S.R, another U.S. enemy. In 1962,
the U.S. had enough of its controversial
Caribbean neighbor and installed an
embargo on the island. The Cuban
economy did suffer, but major positive
changes occurred in other areas of
society. For example, by the 1990s the
literacy rate reached almost 95%, all
health care was paid by the state, life
expectancy increased and at one point
matched that of the United States.

A day after the 50th anniversary of
the Cuban Revolution, Raul stated in
regards to the possibility of meeting
Obama, ''We are ready to do it
whenever it may be, whenever they
may decide, without intermediaries,
directly, but we are in no rush, we are
not desperate." Hopefully, the travel
restrictions that Obama removed will
be the beginning of a new chapter in
the history of U.S.-Cuban relations and
perhaps finally one day, Cuba will be
present at the Summit of the Americas.
Sources: pbs.org and encarta.msn.com
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Jacklyn Nowotnik

La Muerte Vive en Mexico
The Mexican Drug War
You thought that
making small talk
and borrowing sugar
from
your
next
door neighbor was
all there was to deal
with when it came
to your neighbor.
If only it were
that simple. Two
years ago, Mexico's
President
Felipe
Calderon declared
war on the Mexican
drug cartels. The
cartel's main products are cocaine,
methane, and marijuana. Although
some U.S. citizens might feel that this
is solely Mexico's problem, it is an
important issue in this country as well.
Not only does this cartel risk the safety
of Mexican citizens, it also r isks the U.S.
and Mexican trading relationship, and
the areas along the U.S. and Mexican
border that is occupied by the cartels.

safety of Mexican c1t1zens, more and
more powerful drug traffickers arise.
However strong the attempts made
by Mexican military and police force is,
the traffickers make their threats public
by the decapitation of Mexican citizens,
soldiers and police: "for every one of
mine you kill, we will kill ten," says the
drug cartels. The traffickers have also
started to kidnap and kill innocent
bystanders and involve local gangs.
Although there have been marches
Although there is a growing Mexican in Mexico against the Mexican drug
military and police force working cartels, that has only pushed the cartels
to stop the cartel and ensure the to make more threats and murders.
cS(ue Ondee S o l a - - - - - - - - - - 16

In the U.S. and Mexico border city of in law enforcement brings elements that
Ciudad Juarez, the cartels definitely create an environment conducive to the
have a lot of control as they threatened violation of human rights. What are the
to murder a police officer every forty- limitsoftheirpower?The riskforwrongful
eight hours until the city's Police Chief detentions, raids of homes increases
resigned. After two police deaths, the when there's no clear line. We've been
Juarezpolicechiefresignedandthemayor battling the criminal elements with
of Juarez moved to Texas. Nonetheless, force and gunfire for years now with
Mexico's Attorney General, Eduardo few results. "I believe it's necessary to
Medina Mora, is trying to break up the pass to a second phase that focuses on
cartels. Mora says that ninety-percent of intelligence and infiltrating the criminal
the cartels weapons are bought in the organization to hit all levels," he said.
United States and drug trafficking brings Whereas, some would say Mexico
in thirty-eight billion from the United has not lost anything, such as Mexico's
States. He then stated, "This is a shared - President. Calderon stated that "to say
responsibility" if both the weapons and that Mexico is a failed state is absolutely
money come from the United States. false. I have not lost any part ... any single
Alleged trafficker La Reina de Padfko, part ... of Mexican Territory." Mexican
also known as Sandra Avila Beltran, said Senator Ramon Galindo Noriega would
"there are more and more people that also agree with Calderon. Noriega said,
are getting into drug trafficking now " what we had before was a state that
then ever: With more people going into was under the control of crime. It was
the business, there's always someone a state that didn't permit a normal life.
who wants to control the business. People left, businesses closed. There
That is the reason for murders, fights was fear in the streets, an environment
for control of cities ,and drug routes" of fear that we had to take radical
measures to eradicate. Maybe it's a
Some would say that Mexico is losing coincidence, but I believe the presence
the war against the Mexican drug has generated an environment of greater
cartels, such as the President of the security and this is congruent with
Chihuahua State Commission of Human the numbers that we have this week."
Rights, Jose Luis Armendariz Gonzalez.
Gonzalez went on to say, "the increase One thing is for sure though, the cartels
que Ondee 5o/a. - - - - - - - - - - Continue to page 21
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La Mala
A G r eat Puerto Rican Film

Similar to an Almodovar film - filled with
explosive, passionate female characters
- La Mala bursts on the screen with the
contagious sal sa music of one of Cuba's
legendary performers, La Lupe.The film 's
protagon ist, Yolanda (Lena Burke), also
known as Yoli, has as her life soundtrack
the songs of La Lupe. La Mala begins in
the Big Apple with Yoli in the recording
studio, where she is told by her producer
that La Lupe had once recorded there .

A flashback transports us to Puerto
Rico in the 1960s, where the theme
of the relationship between Cuba and
la isla del encanto is first presented.

"Cuba y Puerto Rico, son de un pajaro las
dos alas," was the way Lilian Rosado,
the screenwriter and co-director of
La Mala, described the relationship
between the two islands during the
Q & A session after the screening of
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the film during the Chicago Latino
Film Festival. Rosado told the audience
her family had emigrated from Cuba
to Puerto Rico, which ultimately
influenced the storyline. This yearning
for Cuba is manifested by Yoli's beloved
Aunt Candela (Mar(a Isabel D(az).
Living up to her fiery name, Candela
is a sassy, tell-it-like-it-is type of woman
trying to keep her Cuban culture alive
in Puerto Rico in the form of music,
in particular, the music of La Lupe.
Candela teaches Yoli all about La Lupe,
despite the disapproval of Yoli's father,
Lazaro Uorge Perugorria). Candela also
teaches Yoli to be strong, independent
and opinionated. These teachings result
in Yoli's relationship with her father to
quickly turn volatile when she learns of
his mistress and when he disapproves
of her boyfriend. An auto accident
takes the life of Yoli's boyfriend and
for a while she abandons her music.
With the support of her mother and
Aunt Candela, Yoli resumes her singing
career and it is performing on stage
where she can finally express the
sorrow of her lost love, the troubles
of her parents' failed marriage, and
the frustrations of her lonely aunt

and she quickly gains a reputation for
herself in the town, but bigger dreams
wait in San Juan. Yoli moves with her
father to the capital of Puerto Rico to
attend college, all the while secretly
becoming a rising star in the nightclub
scene. Eventually Yoli joins a musical
group, but her immense talent and
intense personality puts her at odds
with the others. Making matters worse,
Yoli marries the lead singer and their
personal and professional relationships
battle constantly. A separation is the
clear choice and when she is told by
her husband she would be nothing
without him, Yoli's desire for stardom
is fueled even more. Performing some
of La Lupe's signature songs, such
as Con el diablo en el cuerpo and
Fiebre, Yoli, dressed in red, exudes
an undeniable sensuality and talent
The name La Mala comes from La Lupe's
song La Tirana ("segun tu punto de vista

yo soy la ma/a, vampiresa en tu nave/a,
/a gran tirana') Yoli may be considered

by some as being mala for living life
unapologetically on her own terms. She
embodied the spirit of La Lupe both on
and off the stage. In a time of year when
movies are unrealistic and loud for all
the wrong reasons, it is refreshing to
Yoli's performances are mesmerizing view a film loud for all the right reasons.
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Magdaleno Castaneda

Sanctuary & Solidarity
in Humboldt Park
2716 West Division may seem like any
other Chicago address, but it has gained
world wide attention for serving as a
sanctuary for two Mexican immigrants
facing deportation. Adalberto United
Methodist Church, located on Paseo
Boricua in Humboldt Park, first provided
safe haven to Elvira Arellano and her
son for over a year, before Arellano
was captured after leaving the church
to attend a protest in Los Angeles in
August 2007. On January 28, 2008 Flor
Crisostomoannouncedshewouldfollow
in the footsteps of Arellano and seek
refuge in the church, rather than submit
to the government's deportation order.
The U.S. government has failed to
create an immigration reform and has
instead focused on more raids and
deportations. A direct result of these
actions has been the separation of
families. Representative Luis Gutierrez
has led the nationwide "Family Unity
Tour" to bring to the government's
attention the social problems it is
causing by the deportations. The tour,
which took place in Chicago on May

9, included prominent community
leader s, such as Reverend Jesse Jackson,
Senato r Roland Burr is, and Alderman
Billy Ocasio. During his speech, Jackson
stated, "Immigrants are not on trial,
the American promise is on trial."
ltisthispromisethatbroughtCrisostomo,
like countless others, to the U.S. in
search of employment opportunities
not found in their homeland. By not
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turning herself in, Crisostomo is defying
the U.S. government and is considered
an immigration fugitive. If Crisostomo
were to return to Mexico, she would
find the employment situation similar as
to when she first left. Or perhaps the
employment situation would be worse,
as media outlets report immigrants are
returning to Latin America because of
ournation'scurrentunemploymentcrisis.
Critics
of
the
pro-imm igration
movement will argue that Crisostomo
should be arrested since her location
is known. Unfortunately for them, the
government has a policy of not entering
churches, schools or playgrounds.These
critics will also argue that Crisostomo
is wasting her time in Adalberto United
Methodist Church. However, this simple
act of resistance is what's needed to force
the government to address its problems.
The U.S. has long benefitted from the
labor of undocumented immigrants, like

Crisostomo.and a reform is now overdue.
of
Reform
and
the
defense
undocumented immigrants have been
advocated by the Humboldt Park
community, which helps explain why
both Arellano and Crisostomo would
find sanctuary in this predominantly
Puerto Rican neighborhood. This
community is a true model for other
commun1t1es because it promotes
solidarit y among all Latinos. A unified
Latino community is a force to be
reckoned w ith and the government
is well aware of this, especially during
election times. President Obama was
ever so gracious while courting the
Latino vote during his campaign and
now we must show him our support
will not be taken for granted.As Latinos,
whether undocumented or not, we
ought to support each other and fight for
the legalization of immigrants because if
we don't, then surely nobody else will.

Continued from page 17

have definitely crossed the Mexico/ crime threat in the United States.
U.S. border: The United States Justice
Sources: http://www.cbsnews.com/video/
Department said they have arrested
watch/?id =48 36946n
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/294
I 3556
more than 700 people involved in
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/americas/03/06/
just one cartel. The Mexican drug
mexico.troo ps/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/americas/03/06/
cartels are believed to have reached
mexico.troops/index. html
two hundred and thirty U.S. cities, and
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/? id=4836946n
is now the number one organized
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Xavier "Xavi" Luis Burgos

Fijate: Bikes, Yuppies, and
"I am going to have a VERY hard time
being at the Cicio Urbano event if the
No Se Vende people are talking about
wanting white people to get the hell out
in front of my children and waving Puerto
Rican flags in our faces, " wrote a new
resident of Humboldt Park in an e-mail to
the head ofWest Town Bikes on April 23.
Thusbeganacomedicfiascowelldeserving
of the title given to this commentary But
here is some background information first.

Internet Bochinche

maintaing a Boricua cultural and business
corridor along Division Street, facilitate
this business' arrival here? Isn't biking like
a poor yuppie's form of Starbucks coffee?
Well, one of the answers is because
Puerto Ricans bike too! Puerto Ricans
in Humboldt Park also have huge health
disparities, which has pushed-up the
rates of diabetes, obesity, and cancer.
The PRCC also has programs like COOP Humboldt Park and Muevete,
which work on the issues of health,
including promoting physical activity
And most importantly, it is because
being pro-Puerto Rican does not mean
being anti-white or anti-new resident.

Humboldt Park, in the last few years,
is a community where homes, full of
memories, are bulldozed and gutted,
where families are pushed away by
ridiculous increases in rent and harassment
by greedy developers and city inspectors, Those Paseo Boricua flags are gates of
and age-old murals are covered-up. welcoming and gates of dialogue. West
Town bikes respected what the Puerto
It is in this current reality that West Town Rican community has worked so hard to
Bikes, which is a mostly white-owned and create on Division Street and decided to
frequented bike shop in Humboldt Park, join the dialogue with its new shop, Cicio
decided to open-up a shop on Paseo Urbano. They also planned to celebrate
Boricua. And with surprise of some, all this new relationship by organ1z1ng a
this took place with the strong support large procession from their old location
of the Puerto Rican Cultural Center with the PRCC's Humboldt Park
(PRCC). Why, you must be thinking, NO SE VENDE! Campaign (HPNSV).
would an organization like the PRCC, However, not all new residents, including
which has been a leader in promoting and the one who sent the e-mail, is as
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respectful or understanding of all this. and a few minutes. In this global city one
can find Pilsen, where Mexico lurks in old
The e-mail's author (who I will call Czech architecture and Bronzeville, the
"angry neighbor," since her personal historic center of the "Black Metropolis."
identity is insignificant, but her actions One could also hear the loud sounds of
is representative of a greater problem) Cafe Colao coffee brewing behind its
also complained that HPNSV practiced counter,snappingitscustomersbackhome.
"reverse racism" and had a "nationalist
platform." The angry neighbor made it a Once I gave a tour of this community to
point to proudly claim that she was white, a group of young basketball players from
despite the fact she is "half hispanic" (her Puerto Rico, who never stepped foot
words), as a way to connect with the outside the island. While I explained the
head of West Town Bikes. To sum it up, meaningofsomemuralsand pointedtothe
the e-mail's tone was along the lines of iron emblems detailing symbols of Boricua
"we need to do something about these culture on the light poles, I overheard
Puerto Ricans." West Town Bikes did not whispers of excitement: "Wow, I feel like
buy it and we all enjoyed a procession I'm in Puerto Rico, I feel like I'm home."
on May I that included over 200 people.
The communities that I mentioned suffers
Sadly, divisive tactics like those of from stains of ghettoization, places where
angry neighbor is something that will people of color were forced to occupy, but
only further destroy all the work that are beginning to experience cultural and
people have put into developing Paseo economic rebirth - development from
Boricua. There is an ever present sense the vision of its longtime residents. Sadly,
of "yuppie isolationism," where many Chicago, like most U.S. cities, is on a path
angry new residents, longing for another of Disneyland cookie-cutter dreamsBucktown, seek to replace Paseo Boricua a metropolis of Lincoln and Wicker
with their own visions of community Parks for miles and miles. Like Pilsen
instead of working with the community. and Bronzeville, Paseo Boricua and all of
Humboldt Park, is in the path of the slowIn the "city of neighborhoods" - a slogan moving bulldozer called gentrification.
that emerges from a horrendous history Our destruction will only please people
of racism and urban segregation - one like the angry neighbor and that is
can explore the world in only a few miles why we cannot let it happen anymore.
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The Latino and Latin American Studies
Program of NEIU invites you to attend
the

LAT IN OS I N HI G H ER EDU CATION SUMMIT:
CREATING AN EDUCAT ION LEADERS ' I NS TI T UTE

Saturday, June 6th, 2009
8am-5pm
Northeastern Illinois University
5500 St. Louis Avenue
Alumni Hall
Chicago, IL 60625
Key Note Speaker:

Marcelo Suarez-Orozco
Co-Director, Immigration Studies
New York University
The Summit seeks to launch a comprehensive program to advance the success of Latino Students in Chicago's Universities
For more information contact
Victo r Ortiz at 773-442-4793
Program Head of Latino and Latin American Studies

@

Northeastern Illinois Univeristy

Please call (773)-442-45S3 to RSVP by June 1st
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8:00am

Doors Open: Continental Breakfast

9:00am

Introductions and Goal

9:30am

Senator Iris Martinez

9:45am

Education Project Presentation

10:00am

Marcelo Suarez-Orozco

11 :00am

Miguel del Valle

1 1:30am

Lunch

11 :45am - 1 2:00pm: Recognition of

r

Prof. Jose Lopez
1 2:00pm - 1 2:30pm: Robert Smith
(MEX ED NYC)

Free parking in lots D and F only (otherwise you will be ticketed).
Northeastern
llllnois
University

in.the city.

in the world.

"

12:30pm

Immigrant Reactions & Questions

1:00pm

Community Organizations Input

1: 15pm

Invited Public Offkials' responses

2:00pm

Universities' responses

2:30pm

Break Out Sessions

4:00pm

Group Discussion &
Strategy Session

5:00pm

Closing Remarks

